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CONTENTSLetter from the CEO

Leading innovation in Airsoft and Training

    After 34 years in the Airsoft industry, G&G Armament 
has never stopped leading the trend and bringing the 
best design to customers. From the 2018 award of "The 
Best AEG: ARP 9" to the adjustable barrel hop-up unit in 
the GBB pistols, G&G continues to develop and offer the 
best quality and features to the Airsoft Market.

    All G&G parts are manufactured in Taiwan and we 
par tner with over 100 distr ibutors in 68 di f ferent 
countries. We are the largest Airsoft manufacturer in 
Taiwan. 2018 was a very important year for G&G in that 
we reached maximum capacity and our highest sales 
peak in our history. Even as the global economy faced 
decline in 2019, G&G continued to carry the momentum 
of the growth of the previous year.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF G&G ARMAMENT
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COMPANY CULTURE
GUAY
Guay is an English translation from Chinese character that means unordinary, strange, or unusual. Guay Guay trading 
Co., Ltd., known as G&G Armament, took the character “Guay” to a different level and becomes the core value of the 
company.

Innovation
When G&G developing a new product, engineers first look at what can be different, what are the features that the 
current product doesn’t offer, and what can be improved. 
Ordinary design is not the best design. Ordinary in G&G means lazy to find improvement, which is not tolerated in 
G&G development team. Always search for better solution, and design improvement whether it is about functionality or 
assembly, are the main topics in the meeting.

Determination
Usually, manufacturers seek for cost-down solutions. Lower the production cost to reach maximum profit. G&G choose 
different path in manufacturing. From the smallest pin on the magazine to the plastic receiver, G&G team never stop to 
look for better materials even if the original or initial design is the cheapest way to produce. In G&G, we never stop 
looking for better, newer materials and technologies.

Vision
Airsoft is a positive, healthy sport that will help both military and public. Training with Airsoft in military is a safer, 
cheaper and convenient tool compares to live fire. G&G believes Airsoft is more than games or toys only for 
entertainment. We spent millions of dollars to promote Airsoft to the publics and military in Taiwan because Airsoft is a 
great tool and solution for many training programs today. G&G does not only manufacture, we are different because 
we develop and promote Airsoft, and because we love it.
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INNOVATION AND ACCOMPLISHMENT

The New Era of GBB Pistol
The Latest innovations in G&G GBB Pistols
    Introduced in 2017, the G&G in-house designed GBB 
pistol known as the GTP 9 is the first GBB pistol with an 
adjustable barrel hop-up unit and spinning whirl valve. To 
improve user experience on the GBB pistol, G&G 
developed a new hop-up unit that can be adjusted from 
the muzzle instead of taking off the slide. This design not 
only makes the hop -up adjustment much easier 
compared to traditional designs, but also makes it more 
precise. Field tests show that the new adjustable barrel 
hop-up unit increased the range of shooting by 100% 
and reduced grouping size by 50%.

    The new hop-up unit is designed to feature 120 
different adjustments for situations when users shoot 
different weights of BBs. Poorly designed hop-ups with 
only 9 different adjustments causes issues of too little or 
too much hop when users change the weight of the BBs 
shot. This will never be an issue with the new G&G 
design. After solving the hop-up unit problem, we found 
solutions for the downward sloping performance when 
faced with low temperatures. The nature of gas causes 
frost to build up inside the GBB pistol cylinder after 
cont inuous shoot ing of  more than 2 magazines. 
Performance will drop with frost. To solve this problem, 

The Age of ETU in AEG
    In 2015, G&G debuted the new trigger unit for Airsoft 
electric guns - known as the ETU. The new electronic 
trigger unit improved trigger speed and avoided trigger 
lock. The micro switch on the ETU only takes 2mm 
between each trigger pull, which allowed users faster 
response t imes in shooting or suppressing f ire in 
semi-automatic. The quick control of the micro switch 
trigger unit is now one of the leading trends in the Airsoft 
Industry.

    In 2016, G&G took the ETU to the next level and 
developed a new gearbox system, the G2. This 
advanced gearbox system featured an upgraded ETU 
and power-cut off switch when a magazine is empty or 
removed f rom the lower receiver.  The MOSFET 
upgraded with 2 different burst controls, 3-round and 
5-round, without the use of external remote controls. In 
addition to the improved realism on the electronic 
components, G&G improved the mechanical design to 
reduce power consumption and refined the engagement 
of the bevel gear, thus diminishing the heat and stress on 
the motor. The G2 gearbox is an overall improvement for 
the Ver. II gearbox and it keeps most of the internal parts 
compatible with the traditional gearbox. Users will be 
able to quickly familiarize themselves with the new G2 
gearbox and be able to use after-market parts.

    When developing new products or systems, we always 
concentrate on innovation and durability. Our focus is to 
bring the best user experience in Airsoft products and to 
cultivate this wonder ful spor t. Product quality and 
after-service is equally important. For Airsofters to enjoy 
each game, Airsoft rif les must work f lawlessly, and 
support should be worry-free.

Competitive Shooting and Military/Law 
Enforcement Training 
    G&G released the M.E.T. [Multifunctional Electronic 
Target) in 2012. In 8 years, we have organized 3 
international World Cup Shooting Competition Finals in 
Taiwan with great success. 70 finalists from 25 different 
countries participated in our most recent Finals. Each 
competition brings us more participants from more 
countries. The G&G World Cup Shooting Competition 
has become iconic in Airsoft Competitive Shooting 
Sports.

    Airsoft is a very good tool for military/law enforcement 
training because it is more cost-effective, safe, and 
convenient. Paired with the M.E.T. system, G&G offers 
the best alternative in training equipment. From 2017, we 
have worked closely with the Taiwanese military and built 
a complete training system at the training command 
center. As of today, the Taiwanese Marine Corp. and 
Special Forces also utilize G&G Airsoft products and the 
M.E.T. system for training. We will continue to work with 
the Taiwanese military and introduce Airsoft as a training 
system to other command centers and schools in the 
near future.

G&G developed the Whir l Valve to spin inside the 
cylinder, which creates a vortex to reduce frost during 
shooting.
 
    Later in 2019, G&G developed a new gas valve to 
improve the performance of the GBB pistol. Filling the 
gas into the GBB magazine takes a lot of time and gas 
leakage. The new Enlarged Gas Valve is the solution to 
this problem. Changing the design of the traditional gas 
valve, G&G installed the valve from the inside of the 
magazine and increased the size of the valve to achieve 
faster filling speed and durability with larger, stronger 
components. The new gas valve fills up the magazine 3 
times faster without any gas leakage.
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TIMELINE FOR G&G

1986

2001

2004

2007

2008

2013

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

Future

Guay Guay Gun Shop was 
founded by Mr.Liao(James).

By targeting the overseas market 
and combining our experience in 
part manufacture and design, we 
were able to attract enormous 
attention from all over the world 
with our quality products.

G & G  i n v e n t e d  t h e  u n i q u e  
pneumatic blowback system, a 
design that we have registered 
for patent in multiple countries.

G&G became the only Airsoft 
manufacturer passing the ISO 
9001 - which further proves G&G 
as a company that has quality 
management and production 
system.

G&G started carrying out the 
self-made gas blowback pistol 
p r o j e c t  t o  c e l e b r a t e  3 0 t h  
anniversary.

「道 (TAO) 氣 (CHI) 真 (JEN) 實
(SHIH)」Four core values of new 
technology for GBB pistol, being 
the most innovative product in 
the market.

G&G Armament will continue to 
develop and promote Airsoft in 
both competitive shooting and 
military/law enforcement training. 
We are planning to organize 
variety events for customers and 
support for Airsoft community in 
the near future.

T h e  f i r s t  G & G  A r m a m e n t  
completely self-made replica 
a r r i v e d  o n  t h e  m a r k e t ,  
generating much excitement.

To better satisfy the needs of 
wor ldw ide  A i rso f te rs ,  G&G 
established its second factory in 
Changhua, Taiwan.

The first in-house design gas 
blowback pistol GPM92 was 
re leased.  The second G&G 
World Cup Extreme Shooting 
Competition was organized in 
Taipei with 60 contestants from 
25 countries.

G&G Armament  is  proud to  
announce that the production of 
our next generation pistol, the 
GPM92 GP2, started at 9:09 am 
on 9/9,  2019 from our head 
quarters located at No. 999, 
Z h o n g h u a  R d . ,  S h e n g a n  
Township, Changhua County. 
We chose this particular date 
and time as the number 9 is a 
very special and lucky number in 
our culture. With this hope, G&G 
wishes that the new GPM92 
G P 2  G B B  p i s t o l  w i l l  b r i n g  
ano ther  peak  in  the  g loba l  
market for G&G.

Ta i w a n  A i r s o f t  &  A i r g u n  
associat ion was founded by 
Chief Executive Officer of G&G 
Armament  James L iao  and 
members f rom Ai rsof t  guns 
manufactures. James Liao was 
elected to be the first President 
of TW A.A.A. In the same year, 
G&G organized the first G&G 
World Cup Extreme Shooting 
Competition in Taipei with the 
contestants coming from 12 
different countries.
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TECHNOLOGY

A.D.A.M.
AUTO-DROP ADVANCE MAGAZINE

When ADAM magazine is empty,
the top plate will flip up and drop 
the magazine out of magazine wall.

Lock : 
Disable Magazine Auto-Drop feature
Unlock Lever : 
Enable Magazine Auto-Drop feature

UnlockUnlock

LockLock

SPEC
LENGTH / 940 mm
WEIGHT / 3690 g
MAGAZINE / 90 Rounds
INNER BARREL / 430 mm

SPEC
LENGTH / 940 mm
WEIGHT / 3690 g
MAGAZINE / 90 Rounds
INNER BARREL / 430 mm

Known to be one of the most innovated 
firearm manufacturers from Utah, USA, 
Cobalt Kinetics wins the heart of sport 
shooters. In early 2019, G&G debut the 
first Cobalt Kinetics BAMF Team Airsoft 
gun at Shot Show, it certainly drew a lot of 
attentions from the Airsofters. G&G 
fai thful ly repl icated the Auto-Drop 
magazine function and included G&G 
latest G2 gearbox system including the 
power-cut safety and advance ETU trigger 
unit. The G&G BAMF is a bold solid Airsoft 
gun for those looking for futuristic, 
purpose driven and high performance 
AEG.

Cobalt Kinetics BAMF Team

MKI
LENGTH / 760 mm
WEIGHT / 2200 g 
MAGAZINE / 40 Rounds
INNER BARREL / 304 mm
MKII
LENGTH / 705mm
WEIGHT / 2390 g 
MAGAZINE / 40 Rounds
INNER BARREL / 245 mm

MKI
LENGTH / 760 mm
WEIGHT / 2200 g 
MAGAZINE / 40 Rounds
INNER BARREL / 304 mm
MKII
LENGTH / 705mm
WEIGHT / 2390 g 
MAGAZINE / 40 Rounds
INNER BARREL / 245 mm

SPECSPEC

TECHNOLOGY

G2H-016-MK1-BNB-NCM G2H-016-MK1-BNB-NCM 
TR16 SBR 308 MKITR16 SBR 308 MKI

G2H-016-MK2-BNB-NCM G2H-016-MK2-BNB-NCM 
TR16 SBR 308 MKIITR16 SBR 308 MKII

TR16 SBR 308 TR16 SBR 308 

Ever since the new G2 gearbox has been 
released in 2017, feedbacks are nothing but 
good words. However, before 2019, G2 line 
only came with full size. TR16 SBR 308 line 
is the solution to those in need for CQB 
scenarios. There are two different styles, 
MkI and MkII, but both are short 12” barrel, 
alloy M-LOK rail with new butt stock feature 
more battery spaces than previous version. 
The MkI is more low-profile style whereas 
the MkII is more modern design. Same as 
their big brothers, TR16 SBR 308 also 
comes with G&G premium G2 gearbox in 
.308 style featuring improved air seal 
cylinder system, robust gearbox shells, 
responsive trigger pulls and burst control. If 
you are already satisfied with our TR16 MBR 
308, then you won’ t be disappointed with 
our new SBR. If you haven’ t tried our G2 
system, then our new SBR 308 line is your 
best timing to experience the top of the line 
product.

TR16 SBR 308
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Double the Range, 
Half Size Grouping

3 Major Techological breakthroughs

Normal

Extraordinary increase in range

High precision

Ceramic material

Frost resistant

HOP

UP TO 100% RANGE

NEWSTANDARD

Enlarged Gas valve

Increase in durability and efficiency

UP TO 3X SPEED

Enlarged ValveStandard Valve

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

60

20

65

Enlarged

Standard

FIRES 2X TIMES LONGER

12H 24H

WhirlStandard

Special Bullet shaped Hop Up tool
120 clicks for Hop Up adjustment

Three times more efficient when loading gas
Three times more durable Complete Air Seal

Ceramic Cylinder valve Spinning Valve
reduces frost build-up inside cylinder
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CERAMIC BUSHING CERAMIC BUSHING 
Stainless Steel

Lubricated surface

Lubrication will flow from 
the groove to the entire 
ceramic bearing.

Zirconia ceramic
bearing core

Ceramic material (Zirconia) Features:
1. High strength, wear and thermal shock resistance.
2. Lower friction than other materials when not lubricated.

Advantage of Ceramic Bearings:
1. High strength against wear or tear in high cycle gearbox.
2. Heat resistance keeps ceramic bearings in shape under extreme working 

conditions.

G&G Ceramic Bushing
G-10-110 (3x9mm)

G&G Ceramic Bushing
for HC05 only
G-10-111 (5x9mm)

Tracer Unit UVT106

Darkest Night, Brightest Light

(14mm CCW)  

UVT106 is G&G Armament latest compact size tracer 
unit. Diameter of 1.06 inches (about 2.7cm) and 
length of 2 inches (about 5.2cm), UVT106 is the 
smallest tracer unit made by G&G Armament so far.

Due to a large demand from the market, G&G Armament decided to start developing the compact size 

tracer unit from June, 2019. During the development, G&G realized the size is not a problem, but the  

battery capacity is. With a single Lithium Polymer battery inside this compact tracer unit, it won’t last 

more than 16 minutes before the battery went dry. To put UV LED inside the 1x2 inches metal tube 

wasn’t a real challenge; however, the tough part is how to squeeze in 2 batteries? After several tries 

on electric board design for the unit, the development team managed to integrate the clear tube on 

the electric board and now we have more spaces for the battery, but that was not enough. We need 

more spaces for 2 batteries. The development team decided to try if it is possible to reduce the size of 

the tube. The team tried 3 different sizes and finally we found the 8mm is the best one for the UVT106. 

Now we have two batteries inside the unit, what’s next?

We took the unit to the field and see if there was anything we need to improve, then we found it was 

not easy to switch on/off the unit. The power button was on the bottom cover of the unit that means 

the user will have to remove the unit to switch on/off. Therefore, the development team decided to 

move the switch from the bottom cover to the front and now it is much easier for users to operate the 

unit.

G&G always seeks improvements and thinks from the user’s point of view. This is our jobs, bring the 

best quality product and latest technology to the market.

G-01-060 (Black)
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G&G 
ARMAMENT
TRAINING
DEVELOPMENT 
UNIT



    This advance training program increases the training pattern and lowers the security risk. Training facilities can be 

rearranged or changed depends on the purpose of the training or mission, this program will improve Close Quarter combat 

skills and reaction under pressure.

     Because of the durability, simulation capability and high product quality, the cost for military training has been lowered 

without sacrifice the result.

    Approved by military and law enforcement from many other countries and field test by Taiwanese army, G&G airsoft 

training guns and electronic target system increase the training efficiency and lower the training cost. We welcome all 

training facilities and organizations to contract us for more information and let us help you build a more effective and 

inexpensive training system.

G&G ARMAMENT TRAINING 
DEVELOPMENT UNIT

     Change in human lifestyles and 

advances of weapon technologies, modern 

ground battles gradually progress from 

traditional field combats to urban warfare, 

which is more focus on faster reaction time, 

shorter range and rapid assault in close 

quarter battles; therefore, tension and 

pressure in modern battles are much higher.

    Corresponding to new combat situations, 

building a traditional live round training 

center or facility will cost large amount of 

resources and facing several challenges 

such as environmental protection, loud 

noises and ricochets. Also weapon control procedures, security risk and personnel management, these challenges will 

make training more difficult to keep up with modern warfare.

     Taiwanese national defense also faced the same challenge in training, so they learned from the West Point Academy 

and the Swiss police department by using airsoft gun for training. This advance program can fully use the spaces in the 

facility and substantially lower the training cost. Airsoft training has proven to have a good result on improving muscle 

memories, personal combat mission, combat process, entry drill for room clearing and response to crisis.

    Many military training centers in Taiwan have adopted G&G Armament Airsoft training guns and electronic target system. 

Cadets must be trained with an airsoft gun for a certain amount of hours before live round training. 
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NATIONAL DEFENSE EDUCATION

    G&G CEO, James Liao promotes airsoft gun for years. 
During 2019 World Cup of CQB shooting competition, 
he brought all players to visit Presidential Office and had 
a picture with vice-president, Chen Jian-Ren.
  G&G CEO, James Liao took picture with President of 
R.O.C, Tsai Ing-Wen.

    G&G CEO, James Liao and 269R Brigade commander.
G&G CEO, James Liao and Commandant of the Marine 
Corps Wang Ruel-Lin.

    On May 20th 2017,one of the largest airsoft 
game in Germany, more than 2000 players 
showing their support and passion to G&G and the 
CEO, James Liao.

   The Group Picture taken while G&G CEO, 
James Liao was in Germany for sponsored event.
They are officials of foreign affairs to Germany, Li 
Zong-Neng, Yang Li-Teng, Zhang Yuzhi-Qi and 
ambassador, Chen Shang-You as well as German 
organizer and G&G CEO, James Liao.

   Former President of R.O.C, Ma Ying-Jiu tried out 
Military / Law Enforcement Training System.
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NATIONAL DEFENSE EDUCATION

Military / Law Enforcement Training System
    Training with Airsoft products has been proven to be a safer, cheaper and better solution. This new 
training system developed by G&G Armament has been adopted by Taiwanese Infantry Training 
Command Centre. This G&G training system will solve the problem of building a training center near 
residential area.

WE ARE
LOOKING FOR

TRAINING SYSTEM DISTRIBUTORS

Because of the success of G&G Armament Airsoft training system in Taiwanese Army, we are now 
looking for new distributors in other countries. After 5 years of field test in competitive shooting events, 
G&G Multi-functional Electronic Target (M.E.T.) has been proven to be one of the most accurate and 
durable target systems in the market. Airsoft shooting has been applied on many military or law 
enforcement trainings because it is cheaper, safer and easier to build the facility. In 2019, Taiwanese 
Army Command adopted G&G Airsoft training system in southern Taiwan and launched the new 
training program. If you are interested in becoming a distributor, please email our sales team at 
sales@guay2.com, our representative will contact you within a few days.

▲Military Training Instructor Grop Visiting G&G Armament
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SHOT Show
Each year G&G attends SHOT Show (Shooting, Hunting and Outdoor Trade Show), one of the 
largest exhibitions in USA, debut and live demonstration of the latest products to our customers. 
Average over 16 videos online reported G&G booth in SHOT Show from Medias. G&G Team 
and G&G USA, 101 Tech USA, are pleased to welcome you to visit our booth at SHOT Show.

IWA
IWA & Outdoor classics show ("IWA Nuremberg") is another biggest event that G&G attends 
each year. G&G Team brings the latest products and shooting range for customers to try-out. 
The award ceremony for G&G “Your Greatest Glory” also takes place in IWA show. Visitors are 
also welcome to participate in the shooting challenges at G&G booth for prizes. We are looking 
forward to meeting with our new/old friends every year.

EXHIBITIONS

GRK-9MM-ETU-BNB-NCM
PRK9

LENGTH / 345.1 mm
WEIGHT / 2100 g
MAGAZINE / 40 Rounds
INNER BARREL / 128 mm

GRK-9MM-RTS-BNB-NCM
PRK9 RTS

LENGTH / 557.2 mm
WEIGHT / 2578 g
MAGAZINE / 40 Rounds
INNER BARREL / 128 mm

GRK-09L-ETU-BNB-NCM 
PRK9 L

LENGTH / 894 mm
WEIGHT / 2864 g
MAGAZINE / 40 Rounds
INNER BARREL / 407 mm

PRK9PRK9
    G&G ARP9 has been the top seller in the 
market, but G&G is not going to stop there. 
In 2019, G&G debut the first AK platform in 
9mm, the PRK9.

    This product line comes with three differ-
ent lengths, the shortest one is PRK9, and 
then we got the folding stock one, PRK9 
RTS and the longest one, PRK9L. The 
PRK9 family will suit your needs whether in 
indoor CQB or out in the fields.

    There are two different magazine capaci-
ties you can choose from, 40 rounds or 200 
rounds, and soon to be released, 1730 
rounds drum magazine.

    PRK9 is also equipped with G&G latest 
ETU and Mosfet for faster trigger response. 
The hop-up unit is the first-in-the market 
rotary hop-up chamber for Ver.III gearbox.
With this much fire power and accuracy, 
PRK9 is the most deadly beast in the game.

Image - [ IWA 2019 ] G&G Booth21 ｜ ISSUE 5 ISSUE 5 ｜ 22



2019 SHOT Show 2019 IWA

▲2018 Your Greatest Glory Best Commercial 
Award：Ilya Shugurin / Russia

▲G&G ARP9 AEG is voted as the most popular AEG by 
players all over the world. Here is CEO Mr. Liao 
pleasantly accepting that award.
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YOUR GREATEST GLORY VIDEO CONTEST
SHOW YOURSELF PHOTO CONTEST

G&G LOVERS IN JAPAN

G&G ARMAMENT WORLD CUP CQB SHOOTING COMPETITION



▲2019 CHAMPION  /  近藤 悠馬 KONDO YUMA          渡辺 匠 WATANABE TAKUMI

▲SECOND PLACE▲THIRD PLACE▲WOMEN'S DIVISION
Maca Atenas

Paula González
Jirí Hoffman

Ladislav Zekucia
Luuk Stappaerts
Mark Van Ooijen

STAGE1 - M.E.T5X5 CHAMPION
STAGE3 - SEARCH & DESTORY CHAMPION
近藤 悠馬 / KONDO YUMA渡辺 匠  / WATANABE TAKUMI

STAGE2 - SNIPER MISSION
Hietikko
Juurijoki

STAGE5 - CQB
Luuk Stappaerts
Mark Van Ooijen

STAGE4 - ROOM CLEARING CHAMPION
Steven

Damien

2015 CQB Record  1’18”99  郭晉愷  王信彭  Team Taiwan
2017 CQB Record  1’39”32  Fernando Rogers   Gomez Valdes  Team Chile  
2019 CQB Record  1’19”76  Luuk Stappaerts  Mark Van Ooijen  Team Netherlands  

G&G ARMAMENT WORLD CUP 2019 
CQB SHOOTING COMPETITION

World Cup CQB Record 
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SEE YOU IN 2021

TAIWAN,TAIPEI G&G ARMAMENT

    There are 70 competitors from 25 different countries qualified for the third World Cup competition in 2019 including USA, 
Canada, Chile, Brazil, Mexico, Bolivia, Colombia, UK, France, Germany, Spain, Poland, Romania, Swiss, Netherlands, 
Finland, Italy, Denmark, Sweden, Czech, Israel, New Zealand, Hong Kong, Japan and Taiwan, and they are going to 
challenge the World Champion title in this final.

    WORLD CUP EXTREME SHOOTING COMPETITION is organized by G&G Armament with worldwide patented Airsoft 
gun shooting sport challenge, also the largest international shooting competition in Taiwan. Since year 2012, G&G has been 
globally promoting extreme shooting sport, competitors from all over the world, it has been recognized and highly 
participated by worldwide sport shooters, winning the national team qualification would be the greatest honor for the 
competitors. 
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▲SCOIATTOLI  L VALDARNO AIRSOFT TEAM / Italy

▲Bartosz Bielicki / Poland▲Reveriano Camil  /  Germany

▲Racoon Squad Airsoft Team / Austria 

▲Andreas Weissgerber / Austria

▲JOKER - SYNDICATE AIRSOFT /  Colombia

▲Ilya Shugurin / 375 RRD team 3 / Russia ▲Viktor Bakhov / Russia  

▲Roman Kanin / Russia 

▲Tatiana Kanina / Russia

2019 SHOW YOURSELF - Photo Contest About Contest
Each year G&G Armament organizes an international photo contest for Airsoft community. This year we have received 
1,400 photos from 36 professional photographers, and only 5 winners will bring home prizes. For more gorgeous photos, 
please visit our contest website, https://guay2.com/show_yourself/2019/index.html.

2019
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2019 YOUR GREATEST GLORY 

          Video Contest
Prize : Best G&G Commercial Award
Tittle : Enjoy It !
Competitor : Luiggi Spaudo
Country : Ecuador Prize : Nominated Masterpiece Award

Tittle : All You Need
Competitor : Last Shot Production
Country : Italy

Prize : Nominated Masterpiece Award
Tittle : Duel
Competitor : Bartosz Bielicki
Country : Poland 

Prize : Nominated Masterpiece Award
Tittle : My Hero : Last Mission
Competitor : Luca Moncalvo
Country : Italy

Prize : Nominated Masterpiece Award
Tittle : G&g Made It
Competitor : Balazs Stark
Country : Hungary

Prize : Nominated Masterpiece Award
Tittle : Enter The Game
Competitor : Adam Aljović
Country : Poland 

Prize : Nominated Masterpiece Award
Tittle : Unstoppable
Competitor :  375 Rrd Team 3
Country : Russia 

Prize : Nominated Masterpiece Award
Tittle : The Mills
Competitor : Paul Delisle
Country : Canada

Prize : Best Creative Video Award
Tittle : The Wish
Competitor : Bartosz Bielicki
Country : Poland 

Prize : Best Video Award
Tittle : G&G – Future Of Airsoft
Competitor : FC Studio
Country : Poland 

   From 2011, G&G Armament organized the first          
   international Airsoft video contest and we have 
      received 20 amazing videos from 16 contestants this   
         year. 
G&G judges were having headaches because every video 
are so good, it is very difficult to choose which one is the 
winner. Let us find out who wins the award from the link here,
https://www.guay2.com/video_contest/2019/index.html, or 
scan the QR code below.

2019
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About G&G LOVERS
    One of the most popular Airsoft events in Japan, the first “G&G Lovers” fan club gathering took place in Chiba Ken, Spring 
2018. G&G is especially grateful for players from Hyogo, Wakayama, Osaka and the Iwate from the North traveled over 600 
kilometers to join us in Chiba. We have got 410 Airsofters cheering and having fun with us. Everyone brought their G&G 
guns to the event and shared experiences with each other. Because of the success of first G&G Lovers event, we have 
prepared the second G&G Lovers right next year and the tickers were all sold out in 2 hours. We appreciate all G&G owners 
in Japan coming from all different prefectures to share their ideas and thoughts with us, and we are very thankful for our 
Japanese distributor, WH trade helping us organized events. We wouldn’ t make it without all your support! See you again in 
2020 G&G Lovers!

Competition Highlights

G&G CEO, James Liao had a picture with GG GIRLS

Thanks to the enthusiastic Japanese players for coming to participate in this event.

MET Shooting Competition
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Each Coser is creative and has their own style.

Awards ceremony

The shop that won 
the best modified airsoft gun.
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                            reduces frost 
build-up inside cylinder

Special Bullet shaped Hop Up tool

Three times more durable

Piranha TR
GAS-PRN-TOR-BBB-ECM 

Length / 198 mm
Weight / 700 g 
Magazne / 25 Rounds
Inner Barrel / 102 mm
Blowback / Yes

GPM92
LIMITED EDITION SERIES

★3 Major Technological 
   Breakthroughs

★Walnut Grip panels

★Global Limited

GPM92 Gold 
Limited Edition

GPM92 Delux 
Limited Edition 

GPM92 Silver 
Limited Edition 

resistant

3 MAJOR TECHNOLOGICAL BREAKTHROUGHS



l ike the ARP9 and the “Firehawk” that choice 
becomes massive.

    And of course the wider choice of models from 
around the globe and from different timelines means 
that G&G are catering not just to the “Skirmish and 
MilSim” players but also to those interested in 
historical games which are very popular; models like 
those from the “WWII” series (I love my GM1903 A3!) 
and perhaps more specifically for us in the UK, the 
“L85 Series” and the “Lee Enfield” that keeps 
appearing at shows (please release this soon!), 
mean that we can confidently take a G&G replica into 
a themed game knowing that it will not let us down, 
that we can rely on it to perform.

    In the UK we have a passionate and committed 
airsoft community nationwide with games ranging 
from a simple “Sunday Skirmish” where anything 
goes up to fully immersive MilSim events with strict 
rules of engagement and uniform codes; add into this 
mix WWII Airsoft, Namsoft, Post-Apocalypse, and 
even Wild West themed games and you can begin to 
see the vibrancy that exists in our country!

    Of course, like anywhere around the world, the 
player community are as passionate about their 
choices of AEGs and GBBs as anyone, even a little 
fickle when it comes to brands and models! The “AR” 
is still king when it comes to the choice of AEG, but 
more and more players are looking for something 
unique and different even when it comes to that 
single platform, and this is where G&G come fully 
into the equation!

    Offering a wide choice of models even within the 
confines of the “AR Platform” the range of G&G 
models from the most basic of “mil-looking” CM/TR16 
variants to the “Predator” already gives the player a 
lot of choice, but when you throw into the mix models 

    And of course this is how the majority of players in 
the UK look at AEGs and GBBs from G&G, that they 
are innovative, solid, and reliable. For the new player 
they can be assured of an AEG that can be lifted 
from the box and, once BBs and a battery are added, 
played with immediately. For the more experienced 
player G&G offer advanced designs and models that 
will excite even the most jaded palette; the SMC9 
carbine is eagerly awaited at the time of writing, as is 
the G2 System “BAMF Team” rifle with the new 
A.D.A.M !

    And we know that whether we are skirmishers or 
themed-game players that G&G will have us covered 
too with a whole range of accessory and add-on 
parts; from optics, suppressors, tracer units, stocks, 
foregrips, and a whole host of internal parts G&G 
offers us everything that we need and more. Even for 
the more target-oriented “practical shooter” G&G 
offer the M.E.T system to keep us on our toes!

    In the UK we can also be assured of superb 
service and after-purchase support for all G&G 
products thanks to a proficient and well-established 
supply chain that runs from G&G themselves in 
Taiwan via NUPROL to professional retailers around 
the country l ike Patrol Base, Combat UK, JD 
AIRSOFT, CRAWLEY SURPLUS STORE, and 
URBAN AIRSOFT. Thanks to this supply chain 
efficiency it means that even smaller retailers and 
even on-site shops can stock G&G and that makes 
the brand even more accessible to the most 
important part of this system, the players themselves!

    Ultimately in the UK we know that G&G is a 
reputable and well-respected airsoft brand of long 
standing that treats their customers with honesty and 
integr i ty.  We know that G&G are constant ly 
innovating to bring us new models with greater 
reliability and performance, and that they will 
continue to do so in the future! As the UK airsoft 
community continues to grow and thrive, we know 
that G&G will be alongside us every step of the way.

▲BTMF Team▲L85 Series

Media contribution for UK 
  ---DEC.04.2019
    Written by Bill from Airsoft Action Magazine

Annual Article for
  G&G ARMAMENT
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    Airsoft is a popular action sport in Canada, enjoyed 
by players of all ages.  Up until about 10 years ago 
however, airsoft was very much an “underground” 
sport, played by small groups spread across the 
country, and for the most part completely unknown to 
the general public.  That has all changed now, as 
over the past several years, many more airsoft shops 
have opened, and more importantly, playing fields.  

    For a long time, paintball was the only extreme 
shooting sport that most people were familiar with.  
There are easily over 150 paintball fields operating in 
Canada, ranging from small club style fields, to large 
commercial operations.  It is these paintball facilities 
who have lots of contact with the general public, who 
have really helped introduce airsoft as a legitimate 
sport in Canada.  Over the past several years, more 
and more paintball facilities have started offering 
airsoft as an option, to both the general public, and to 
existing airsoft communities as a legitimate venue for 
events.  Now, airsoft games make up a large part of 
the activities at any paintball facility, and Canada has 
even started to see dedicated airsoft facilities open 
offering both outdoor and indoor facilities.  Indoor 

▼▲FAQc Battlefield 2019

facilities are especially important to see in Canada, 
as winter is typically long and cold, so it gives players 
an option to enjoy their sport year round.  One of the 
challenges faced by the community in general in 
Canada, is the fact that Canada is so large.  Players 
cannot simply drive to events far away or board a 
train, as it can take days to travel across the country.  
The nature of our spread out industry has lead to 
unique airsoft demographics based on location, with 
different styles of play more prevalent in some areas 
than others.

    Although most airsoft games in Canada tend to be 
small, usually up to 100 players or less for most 
skirmish games, there are some annual events that 

have started to attract large numbers of players.  For 
some of these large events, players will travel great 
distances to attend them, as there are not many 
oppourtunites to play in such a large group.  One of 
the largest annual events in Canada is “Battlefield” , 
hosted in Quebec.  Starting in 2012 and hosted by 
the FAQc, creators Sebastien Messier-Simon and 
Christophe Marleau have created one of the largest 
and most anticipated “Big Games” in Canada.   2019 
marked one of the largest turnouts to the event, with 
760 players present from all parts of Canada, and 
even players from different countries as well.  The 
game is based off of a Tan vs Green format, where 
the goal is to hold control points on the field, earning 
points for your team which will decide the winner.
 
    In conclusion, Airsoft continues to be a fast 
growing sport with more and more new players 
getting involved every day.  Games in Canada 
continue to be exceptionally diverse, from the 
Redwood forests of BC, to the plains of the prairies, 
to the high paced indoor action of Toronto.  From 
speedsoft to milsim, Canada continues to be a great 
location to play airsoft games of all kinds.

Airsoft in Canada

Media contribution for Canada
  ---DEC.09.2019
    Written by Matt Wasilewicz 
       from Canadian Airsoft Imports
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    We have proudly carried G&G since our inception. 
We pride ourselves on the reliability and performance 
of our gun builds and starting with G&G is always a 
positive. Our experience with G&G internal parts as 
well as their guns can only be described as quality. 
The G&G bbs are a huge hit with us and our 
customers offering superior quality bbs and a great 
bottle design! We have used the 5x5 with great 
success even sending our very own home team to 
compete in Taiwan in 2019. We are proud to provide 
G&G to our market and always look forward to the 
new product releases. 　　これまで日本では、サバイバルゲームで使用する

電動ガンは、リアルなものという風潮がありました。

　　しかし、近年世界中での Air Soft ブームが幅広い
世代に受け入れられ、スポーツシューティングとして参
加するユーザーが増えてきております。

　　そんな中で、G&GARMAMENT がユーザーから選
ばれるのは、「The Airsoft Players’ Choice Awards」の
Best Airsoft Electric Gun 部門にて No.1 に選ばれた「
ARP9」や、「GC16 PREDATOR」「ARP556」「GTP9」とい
ったオリジナル電動ガンをライトユーザー向けに販売
し大変好評を得ている事と、一方で、実銃をモデルアッ
プしたライセンス製品でリアルさを追求し中身もハイ

Store Contribution for US 
   ---Nov.25.2019
      Written by @stampede_chel

Annual Article for
  G&G ARMAMENT

グレードに仕上げたモデルも存在させ、お客様に幅広
い製品を提供していることが要因であると考えます。

　　また、外観だけでなく、ETU・MOSFETを搭載した
モデルを多数ラインナップし、軽量で操作性が快適で
あると同時に剛性が非常に高い製品を適正な価格で
販売しているのが、客様に選ばれる最大の理由かと思
います。

Store Contribution for Japan 
   ---DEC.13.2019
      Written by 株式会社ホワイトハウス

「G&Gが日本で
   選ばれる理由」
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